FOLIO: Interface Design Studio has created a group of supplementary assets that show our newest products in a variety of spaces representing every segment, as well as demonstrate both aspirational design capabilities or practical application in any space—all driven by our launch palettes. Also included is a color placement guide, which shows the position and percentage of hues of each product colorway—serving as a quick and helpful visual reference for customizing color.
STARGAZING COLLECTION
Product Launch Palette - Aries & Scorpio Aqua


PANTONE COLOR ACCENTS: 426C, 405U, 413C, 562C, 7711C
Interface

PRODUCT: SR999
COLOR: 104933 ONYX
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: QUARTER TURN

PRODUCT: HONEY DONT
COLOR: 105693 DARK OCEAN
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: BRICK
Interface
PRODUCT: AE317
COLOR: 105661 EMERALD
SIZE: 35cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
LVT PRODUCT: SCORPIO
COLOR: A01717 PEWTER
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: MONOLITHIC
Interface

PRODUCT BF411
COLOR 104851 LICORICE TEAL
SIZE 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED ASHLAR

LVT PRODUCT ARIES
COLOR A01809 AQUA
SIZE 50cm
INSTALLED MONOLITHIC
Interface

PRODUCT: TANGLED AND TAUT
COLOR: 106600 INK RIB
SIZE: 95cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
LVT PRODUCT: SCORPIO
COLOR: A01717 PEWTER
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: MONOLITHIC
Interface

PRODUCT BP410
COLOR 104653 LICORICE
SIZE 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED ASHLAR

PRODUCT BP411
COLOR 104661 LICORICE TEAL
SIZE 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED ASHLAR

LVT PRODUCT ARIES
COLOR A01811 TURQUOISE
SIZE 50cm
INSTALLED MONOLITHIC
Interface
LVT PRODUCT: SCORPIO
COLOR: A01717 PEWTER
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: MONOLITHIC
PRODUCT: SOCIAL FABRIC
COLOR: 105781 AGUA
SIZE: 35cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
PRODUCT: TANGLED AND TAUNT
COLOR: A06613 IRON RIB
SIZE: 33cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
Interface
LVT PRODUCT: SCORPIO
COLOR: A6176 SILVERLIGHT
SIZE: 900mm
INSTALLED: MONOLITHIC
RUBBER PRODUCT: NORAMET SATURA
COLOR: S116 ARGURUS